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Abstract

The post-mortemstate of a compromised system may
not contain enough evidence regarding what tran-
spired during an attack to explain the attacker’smodus
operandi. Current systems that reconstruct sequences
of events gather potential evidence at runtime by mon-
itoring events and objects at the system call level. The
reconstruction process starts with a detection point, such
as a file with suspicious contents, and establishes a de-
pendency chain with all the processes and files that could
be related to the compromise, building a path back to the
origin of the attack. However, system call support is lost
after a file is memory-mapped because allreadandwrite
operations on the file in memory thereafter are through
memory pointers. We present a runtime monitor to log
readandwrite operations in memory-mapped files. The
basic concept of our approach is to insert a page fault
monitor in the kernel’s memory management subsystem.
This monitor guarantees the correct ordering of the logs
that represent memory access events when two or more
processes operate on a file in memory. Our monitor in-
creases accuracy to current reconstruction systems by
reducing search time, search space, and false dependen-
cies.

Keywords: event reconstruction, memory mapping,
causality, memory access monitor

1 Introduction

After an intrusion detection system alerts the system
administrator of a compromise, the forensic investiga-
tor collects all available evidence to understand where,
how, and when the attack originated. Evidence avail-
ability has a direct impact on the certainty of the con-
clusions drawn by a forensic investigator regarding the
attacker’smodus operandi. An attacker may delete or

obfuscate evidence to hide her malicious actions. More-
over, certain events in the system, such as ongoing file
modifications, terminated processes, inter-process com-
munications, and memory usage, may not leavepost-
mortemevidence in the compromised system unless a
mechanism to record such events is implemented in a
runtime monitor. In Unix-like environments, file system
runtime activity is a rich source of potential evidence be-
cause programs, data, and even hardware resources are
abstracted in the file system and accessed through OS
system calls.

The process of evidence gathering focuses on recogniz-
ing and identifying evidence based on system objects’
characteristics [6]. Event reconstruction examines evi-
dence to find out why an object has certain characteris-
tics. Its outcome is the identification of the events that
caused the current state of the object as we need to know
why an object has become evidence. Previous states of
objects need to be known to reconstruct the attacker’s
steps one by one and draw a theory explaining the in-
cident. Instead of concentrating on the final state of an
object, reconstruction systems examine the events that
affected the object.

Traditionally, logging systems operate at the applica-
tion level. They are semantically rich but they log only
events and objects involved in the application’s execu-
tion. Because they run in user space they can also
be easily disabled. Network-level logs can bypass the
application-level weakness but they are rendered use-
less by encryption or obfuscation. Using virtual machine
technology [13], machine-instruction-level logging sys-
tems have been implemented [8]. Although they are
not affected by the constraints present in application
and network-level logging systems, they are semanti-
cally poor and require the time consuming task of re-
execution of the instructions for analysis.

OS-level logging provides a solution to most of these
weaknesses. A logging mechanism implemented in the
OS kernel cannot be easily disabled. Application in-
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dependence is acquired by logging at the system call
level. Backtracker [21] and Forensix [12] are exam-
ples of systems that use these mechanism based on log-
ging events and system objects affected. Events such
as fileread/write, process creation, process termination,
and so on are captured through system call tracing and
logged as potential evidence. Processes, files, and file-
names are identified as the objects on which the events
produce their effect. A dependency relationship is com-
posed of three parts: a sink object (process reading a
file), a source object (file being read), and a time inter-
val where the event took place. The time of each event
is very important to establish dependencies between ob-
jects. For example, a process who wrote fileX at time
10 has no dependency on a process that read that file
at time5. At the time a system is found to be compro-
mised, a forensic investigator can analyze logged poten-
tial evidence to reconstruct the sequence of steps used
by the attacker to accomplish her goal. Logging at the
OS system call level has the added advantage of being
a low level, application-independent event capture point
which cannot be affected by encryption or obfuscation.
It is also semantically rich because a system call pro-
vides detailed information regarding the event. System
call parameters can also be used to augment the seman-
tics of the captured events [12].

However, current reconstruction systems do not consider
readandwrite events to files when these are mapped in
memory. A subverted process changing the contents of a
shared memory-mapped file may affect the behavior of a
legitimate process that reads the modified shared mem-
ory area later on. Memory operations cannot be logged
by tracing system calls because a process makes use of
pointers to reference its memory address space. Cur-
rent reconstruction systems can only establish an uncon-
ditional dependency between two processes that share
memory, no matter what type of operations are carried
out on it, if any, leading to false positives.

In this paper we present a runtime monitor to logread
andwrite operations in memory-mapped files. The basic
concept of our approach is the use of page faults to moni-
tor memory access. Our technique is implemented in the
kernel’s memory management subsystem and guaran-
tees the correct ordering of the logs that represent mem-
ory access events when two or more processes operate
on a file in memory. Because it monitors memory oper-
ations at runtime, it does not require access to the source
code of the monitored processes. Our monitor increases
the accuracy of current reconstruction systems by reduc-
ing search time, search space, and false dependencies.

The structure of this document is organized as follows:

Section 2 introduces background and definitions for
event reconstruction. Section 3 presents our approach
to study memory-mapped objects. Section 4 describes
our page-level monitor prototype for shared memory
mapped files in the Linux kernel running in the x86 ar-
chitecture. Section 5 summarizes related work. Section
6 describes our current direction and future work. Sec-
tion 7 presents conclusions.

2 Background

2.1 Digital Forensics

Digital forensics is “the use of scientifically derived
and proven methods toward the preservation, collection,
validation, identification, analysis, interpretation, docu-
mentation and presentation of digital evidence derived
from digital sources for the purpose of facilitating or fur-
thering the reconstruction of events found to be criminal,
or helping to anticipate unauthorized actions shown to be
disruptive to planned operations” [22]. The success of
an investigation process relies heavily on evidence avail-
ability, digital forensic tools, and analysis skills of the
investigator.

Tools used in digital forensic investigations implement
a layer of abstraction through which input data is ana-
lyzed and presented at yet a higher level of abstraction
[5]. Data is transformed to become more manageable for
the investigator. That is a key concept as it provides a
meaningful view of the evidence in a compromised sys-
tem. For example, consider a large network log file: It
needs to be abstracted to a higher level in order to de-
vise meaningful activity such as a file download. Many
abstraction layers may need to be applied to convert raw
data into tangible evidence.

The digital forensics process is composed of the follow-
ing phases [23]:

Identification : Incident detection. A number of Intru-
sion Detection Systems (IDS) have been implemented
to handle the identification phase, although there are
incidents that still need the intervention of a system
administrator in order to be detected.
Preparation: Tools and techniques preparation. Ap-
proval to conduct investigation.
Approach strategy: Preparation of a strategy to max-
imize the collection of evidence while minimizing the
impact on the victim.
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Preservation: Isolation to secure physical and digital
evidence.
Evidence collection: Recording of the physical crime
scene and duplication of digital evidence. The com-
promised system may not contain enough evidence
available for an investigator to draw conclusions and
support theories as a result of the analysis. A running
system goes through a large number of different states
until it is compromised. What could be valuable
evidence may be lost given the volatile nature of certain
events and objects in the system such as temporary files,
terminated processes, memory, and so on.
Examination: Search for evidence related to the
incident.
Analysis: Drawing of conclusions based on significance
of evidence collected. Reexecute the examination phase
until a theory can be supported.
Presentation: Explanation of the final theory based on
conclusions.
Return evidence: Return of all the evidence removed
from the crime scene back to the owner.

Permanent storage, such as a hard drive, is a rich source
of evidence in a compromised system because changes
made by an attacker are likely to be reflected in the file
system. Malicious programs, data files, modified config-
uration files, and replaced system tools can be recovered
by the forensic investigator even when the attacker may
have done an effort to clean up after herself in order to
hide her activity [7]. The file recovery process has no
guarantee of success because it depends on how many
times the physical area where the deleted file was orig-
inally stored was overwritten later on. Therefore, not
all the actions carried out by an attacker may leave ev-
idence that can be gathered at the time a compromise
is detected. Furthermore, actions such as ongoing file
modifications, memory usage, and short-lived processes
may not always leave any trace in permanent storage.

2.2 Events and System Objects Definitions

The following definitions introduce concepts to under-
stand the process of real-time gathering of potential evi-
dence [6]:

Digital evidence of an incident: Any digital data that
contains reliable information that supports or refutes a
hypothesis about the incident.
Object: An entity with its own characteristics and
features. Examples of objects are files and processes
State of an object: The value of its characteristics,

or data it contains, with the characteristics being what
helps to identify the object.
Event: An occurrence that changes the state of one or
more objects.
Crime or incident : An event that violates a law or
policy.
Event reconstruction: The process of determining the
events that occurred at a crime scene by using evidence
characteristics.

An object isevidenceof an incident if its state was used
to cause an event related to the incident or if its state was
the effect of an event related to the incident.
Objects can becauseor effectdepending on the role they
play in an event. Acauseobject has an influence on the
effect of an event. It has characteristics that were used in
the event, and the same effect would not have occurred
if the object were not present. Aneffectobject is one
whose state was changed due to the cause objects in the
event. It is clear that an effect object in one event can be
a cause object later on in another event [6]. A file is an
effectobject when modified by a process, and becomes
a causeobject when it is read by a process later on. An
eventcan be redefined as an occurrence that changes the
characteristics of one or more effect objects by using the
characteristics of one or more cause objects. In recon-
struction, the goal is to find the initiator of a chain of
events that represents the sequence of steps taken by the
attacker to compromise the system.

Dependencies are categorized according to the objects
involved [21]:

Process-Process dependency: One process creates
another process, or shares memory with it, or signals it.
For example, a user logs in through ssh, forks a shell
process, and launches a denial of service.
Process-File dependency: A file can affect a process
through its data or attributes in events such as a read. A
process can affect a file by writing onto it.
Process-Filename dependency: Caused by system
calls that contain a file name as an argument:link,

chmod, unlink, open, rmdir, rename,

etc.

A detection pointis the state of the system where an
intrusion has occurred and the system administrator is
notified. It can be signaled by the system administra-
tor herself who observes suspicious activity such as un-
usual processes, files, connections, and so on. It can also
be signaled by automated tools known as Intrusion De-
tection Systems (IDS): Tripwire [20] detects modified
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system files; Snort [24] keeps track of network activity;
firewalls detect unusual port connections; monitors that
detect unusual system calls sequences made by a process
[16]. The reconstruction process begins after a detection
point has been signaled.

2.3 Memory-mapped files

Modern operating systems provide services to map files
in memory. Memory mapped files provide a mechanism
for a process to access files by directly incorporating file
data into the process address space. Its use can signif-
icantly reduce I/O data movement because the file data
does not have to be copied into process data buffers as
opposed toreadandwrite operating system services. It
also provides a low-overhead mechanism by which pro-
cesses can communicate. In Linux, themmap system
call associates a memory region with some portion of ei-
ther a regular file present in a disk-based file system or a
block device file. As a result of this association, the ker-
nel translates any access to a byte within the page of the
memory region into an operation on the corresponding
byte of the file. Each process has its ownprocess de-
scriptor and all information related to the address space
of a process is included in amemory descriptor[4, 14].
This memory descriptor contains themmapfield which
points to the head of a linked list of memory regions. A
memory regionor virtual memory area (VMA) is a set
of contiguous memory frames allocated to a process. A
process can own one or many memory regions accord-
ing to its needs. The kernel is responsible for defining
the size of a memory region depending on the amount of
memory required by the process as well as contiguous
memory frames availability. It also provides a protec-
tion mechanism with access permissions for the frames
of every memory region.

There are two kinds of memory mapping:sharedand
private. In asharedmemory mapping awrite operation
on any page of the memory region will change the file
on disk and will also make changes visible to all other
processes that map the same file. In aprivate memory
mapping, changes made to any page of the memory re-
gion will not be reflected in the file on disk nor be visible
to other processes that map the same file. Moreover, a
write operation on a private mapped page will cause it
to stop mapping the page in the file. Private memory
mapping is meant to be used when a process creates the
mapping just to read the file, not to write onto it [4].

When a process makes anmmap system call, it must
specify if the mapping will besharedor private, as well

as the access permissions (reador write). Once the map-
ping is created, the process can access the data stored in
the file by simply reading from the memory locations in
the corresponding memory region. The same way data
can be written to the file when the memory mapping is
shared. The previously mentionedmmapparameters are
kept in flag fields present in the memory region descrip-
tor. When the kernel allocates a new page, it sets the
flags of the correspondingPage Table Entry(PTE) ac-
cording to the value of these fields so that checks can
be performed by the Paging Unit circuitry to detect page
fault exceptions [14].

3 Granularity

Our motivation to fine-grain the monitoring of memory-
mapped objects originated in a weakness we found in
the approach taken by systems such as Backtraker [21]
and Forensix [12] regarding memory mapping. They as-
sume a dependency between two processes exists when-
ever they share a memory space, no matter whether they
read or write onto it. Both reconstruction systems ag-
gregate shared memory accesses into a single event (the
mmap system call) over a long period of time, andload
and store memory operations are not monitored at all.
The result can be a number of false dependencies be-
cause it cannot be established if the file object wascause
or effectat any time while it was mapped in memory. A
process making ammap system call does not mean that
it will read or write to the file. Furthermore, when a pro-
cess is created it inherits dependencies with each of the
files mapped by its parent, no matter if the child process
will actually read or write to the memory area.

We consider memory-mapped files as objects with con-
stituent parts such as pages. Our goal is not only to trace
read andwrite operations to memory, but also to deter-
mine what location of the file is accessed. The following
table shows four levels of granularity at which we study
memory-mapped objects:

Object-level: The whole object such as the memory-
mapped file, without considering any subset of it.

VMA-level: The memory regions allocated to the
mapped file. Can be one or many, depends both on con-
tiguous memory frames availability and the amount of
memory requested by the process.

Page-level: Most operating systems define a page as a
memory allocation unit to take advantage of the paging
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Constituent
Parts

Size

Object Whole size of the object.
Memory Re-
gion (VMA)

A set of contiguous memory
pages. Size defined at runtime
by the OS.

Page As defined by the OS, usually
4KB.

Minipage 1 byte ≤ minipage < page.
Fixed size or defined at runtime.

Table 1:Levels of Granularity for Memory Monitor-
ing.

hardware support present in the underlying architecture.

Minipage-level: The concept ofminipage defined in
the Millipage system [19] introduces the idea of hybrid
memory units. Although hardware support is lost for
memory allocation units smaller than a page, we have al-
ready studied techniques to monitor at this level, which
we introduce in the future work section of this paper.

4 Monitoring Techniques

4.1 Object-level

Monitoring at this level is the coarse-granularity ap-
proach taken by previous works such as Backtracker
[21] and Forensix [12]. However they only log themmap

system call and do not monitor any further accesses to
the shared memory area where the file object resides.
Our object-level monitor can determine whether, once
in memory, the object was read or modified by any pro-
cess at any time. The technique we use is the protec-
tion of memory pages to generate page faults at the time
a process operates on the memory space allocated to
the memory-mapped file. Our monitor interprets a page
fault as a process’ intention to either read or write to the
memory-mapped file. The object-level monitor does not
consider constituent parts at all. It has the advantage of
generating a reduced number of log records at the cost
of false dependencies because it does not consider which
part of the file is accessed by a process.

4.2 VMA-level

Although an object in memory, such as a file, may be al-
located more than one memory region or VMA, a mon-
itor at this level only improves on the object-level if the
size of the object forces the operating system to allocate
more than one memory region. Our VMA-level monitor
can logread andwrite accesses to the individual mem-
ory regions allocated to the mapped object. We eliminate
false dependencies such as when a process writes to a
VMA and another process reads from a different VMA
allocated to the same object. Our technique to monitor
at this level is also based on page protection and page
faults monitoring to detectreadandwrite operations on
the memory address space where the file is mapped.

4.3 Page-level

Our page-level monitor starts tracing a memory-mapped
file when a process makes anmmap system call, The
monitor tags the VMA(s) allocated to the process. At
this point there is no physical memory page allocation
because Linux implements demand paging. The strat-
egy is to generate page faults when the process tries to
perform aread/write memory operation on the pages of
a tagged VMA. Other than page faults resulting from the
regular operating system protection mechanism, such as
allocating a page upon first time use, address space vi-
olation control, and so on, a page fault can also be due
to the PTE status bits manipulation implemented in the
monitor. When a page fault occurs, the page fault han-
dler checks if the requested page is part of a tagged
VMA. If this is the case, and if the memory address is
a valid one, aticket is issued. Aticket is a combination
of process ID, type of memory access operation (reador
write), and the page frame number. Figure 1 shows the
implementation of the monitor in the page fault handler.

A ticket is valid until one of the following events occurs:

• The CPU scheduler removes the process from the
CPU

• The process accesses (eitherread or write) a page
different from that for which theticketwas issued

• The process writes in a page for which aticketwas
issued for read access only

A ticket is not a guarantee of the memory operation tak-
ing place at the time of issuing because, even when the
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Page Fault

Monitored
VMA?

Restore PTE bits

Issue event ticket

Save PTE pointer
in task structure

Turn on flag in task structure

Process in ready queue

yes

yes

no

no
Allocate frame

Handle page fault

Page already in

regularly ...

page table (PT)?

Figure 1:The page fault handler with page-level mon-
itoring.

page has been serviced and ready to use, it is not known
when the process will resume execution in a multitask-
ing system such as Linux. It has to be stamped in order
to confirm the process operated on the faulting page. It is
done by the CPU scheduler at the time it allocates CPU
to the process to resume execution after the page fault.
The stamp is basically the time of effective access and
it avoids race conditions such as when a processP2 re-
sumes execution beforeP1 does even when P2’s ticket
was issued after P1’s ticket.

When the CPU scheduler removes a process from execu-
tion, it checks whether the process has a monitored page
in use so the protection and access bits for that page will
be set back off again. This will guarantee the occurrence
of a page fault the next time the process tries to access
the page and we will be able to log this new memory ac-
cess event in the future. Figure 2 shows the role of the
scheduler in the monitor implementation.

The monitor generates one memory access log record for
any number of consecutivereadoperations on the same
page as far as they are conducted during the same CPU
allocation time slice. This means that the stamped ticket
is valid for a specific type of operation on a specific page,
and it is revoked when the process is removed from the

Turn off event flag in

Stamp next process’
event ticket

yes

Clear PTE pointer saved in 
previous process’ task structure

yes

Execute next process

no
Previous process has

no

event flag on?

Protect PTE saved in previous
process’ task structure

event flag on?
Next process has

previous process’ task structure

Figure 2: The CPU scheduler with page-level moni-
toring.

CPU. The same applies to consecutive writes. However,
for mixed read and write operations in the same page
during the same CPU time slice the following consider-
ations apply:

• Read followed by write: The monitor can detect
this transition because a page fault will be gener-
ated since the PTE will not have the write permis-
sions on. The page fault generated when the pro-
cess attempted the firstread issued the correspond-
ing ticket for read operations but did not turn the
write bit on for the PTE. Therefore, as soon as the
process tries to write on the page, a page fault will
occur and a new ticket has to be issued.

• Write followed by read: This transition cannot be
detected by the monitor. The limitation arises be-
cause the x86 architecture defines access permis-
sions for memory pages using one bit which takes
value 0 when the page is readable and value 1 when
it can be written onto. A writable page is, by de-
fault, also readable. Once the monitor issues the
ticket and sets the protection bit to allow write ac-
cess, the process will not generate a page fault for
a readoperation. This limitation can be minimized
by implementing the monitor at a finer granularity
such as minipages, which is part of our future work.
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We implemented our prototype in the Linux kernel
2.4.20-8. The monitor runs in kernel space and uses a
circular buffer to store records that represent accesses to
the file in memory. A daemon reads the buffer and saves
the records in permanent storage. There are three types
of records:

Map-Event: The request made by the process to open
a memory-mapped file. It is generated when the pro-
cess makes themmap system call. The information in
this record is an event number, a process ID, the map-
ping type (read/writeandshared/private), and the inode
number that represents the file.

RW-Event: The read/write operation executed by the
process. Contains an event number, the Map-Event num-
ber that created the mapping, and the page number being
accessed.

Unmap-Event: The unmapping of the file as a result of
an munmap system call or process termination. It con-
tains an event number and the event number of the Map-
Event that corresponds to the creation of the mapping of
this file.

To test our prototype, we created two processes that
mapped the same 100KB data file in memory withwrite
permissions and insharedmode. We programmed these
processes to accept commands such as type of operation
(read or write), number of operations to execute, off-
sets within the mapped file, and so on, so we could ver-
ify the correctness of the logs produced by our monitor.
Our page-level monitor produced an accurate sequence
of accesses to the memory-mapped file with granular-
ity of a page. The performance impact was measured in
terms of added page faults that derived from protecting
those memory pages allocated to the memory-mapped
file. The penalty was one page fault for any number of
consecutivereadoperations to the same page during the
same CPU time slice, and one page fault for any number
of consecutivewrite operations to the same page during
the same CPU time slice.

4.4 Minipage-level

We are currently working on a mechanism to moni-
tor memory access to constituent parts smaller than a
page. Our technique consists on instruction replacement
to take advantage of debugging exceptions supported in
the x86 architecture [17].

5 Related Work

Traditional sources of evidence are network logs and
hard disk state. Snort can log network traffic [24]. The
Coroners Toolkit (TCT) [10, 7] can recover deleted files
and provide information regarding the time a file was
created, modified, or accessed. Other forensic tools
based onpost-factoevidence gathering are: EnCase by
Guidance Software [15], Forensic Toolkit by Access
Data [1], iLook by Internal Revenue Services [18], and
SMART by ASR Data [2]. A common constraint of all
these forensic analysis tools is that they do not log po-
tential evidence at run-time. Instead, they only count on
availablepost-mortemevidence.

Backtracker [21] constructs a graph showing the admin-
istrator potential sequences of events that may have in-
fluenced the detection point of system compromise. It
does so by logging events and system objects at the OS
system call level at runtime. Events are identified by
monitoring system calls such asread, write, execv, fork,
and so on. System objects are processes, files, and file-
names. A dependency relationship is composed of three
parts: a sink object (process reading a file), a source ob-
ject (file being read), and a time interval where the event
took place. The time of each event is very important to
establish dependencies between objects. For example, a
process who wrote fileX at time10 has no dependency
on a process that read that file at time5. Backtracker
achieves its goal of building a graph with potential se-
quences of events and affected objects from the detec-
tion point back to the origin of the attack. However, it
does not monitor operations in memory-mapped objects.

Network logs are not sufficient for encrypted communi-
cation because the key may not be available, and also
they usually provide mostly application-level informa-
tion. Disk images only keep the final state of the file sys-
tem but can not provide information of what transpired
during the attack. This is a problem when trying to re-
construct the sequence of events that led to the modified
objects that triggered the detection point. Implementing
in the kernel gives the advantage of being more difficult
to disrupt. Kernel implementations can also cope with
encryption or obfuscation.

Current operating systems lack built-in mechanisms
and tools for comprehensive logging of system events.
SNARE [3] is an intrusion reporting and analysis envi-
ronment which aims to overcome this problem through
the implementation of a dynamically loadable kernel
module running as a daemon in the Linux operating
system. It is capable of providing the forensic ana-
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lyst with logs for system events such as network con-
nections, reads/writes to files and directories, users and
group identity modifications, and changes to programs
usage. SNARE is implemented through a loadable ker-
nel module to capture events at the system call level, an
audit daemon that defines the type of events and system
objects to be audited, and a GUI to present the foren-
sic analyst a high level view of captured events. SNARE
does not provide any automatic analysis for sequences of
events reconstruction, leaving the analysis task to the in-
vestigator after she is presented with the high level view
of system events. Similar to Backtracker and Forensix,
SNARE sees files as an atomic entity. Shared memory
access is not audited.

Forensix [12] improves the accuracy of forensic analy-
sis while reducing the human overhead of performing it.
Forensix is based on SNARE [3] and extends its capabil-
ities through three key ideas: Monitoring the execution
of the target system at the system call level, providing
an application-independent view of all the activity; a se-
cured backed system where the streams of system-call
level information are stored through a private interface;
and database technology to support high-level querying
of the archived logs. Forensix uses the same system
call and objects logging technique as Backtracker. It
augments potential evidence gathering by logging sys-
tem call parameters and return values. The main differ-
ence with Backtracker is the analysis phase: Forensix re-
lies on database technology to process arbitrary queries
to retrieve the sequences of events from the detection
point back to the origin of the attack. Similar to Back-
tracker, Forensix considers a file object as an atomic en-
tity without further granularity. Forensix uses a timing
approach to come around the memory access issues dis-
cussed above in Backtracker, but still does not log mem-
ory load and store operations.

Virtual machine technology is also being used in foren-
sic analysis to provide a framework for the recreation of
events. A virtual machine monitor (VMM) is a software
implementation that emulates the hardware of a com-
puter system [13, 14]. The operating system running
in the virtual machine is called the guest operating sys-
tem to differentiate it from the operating system running
on the bare hardware which is called the host operating
system. Implemented in the host OS, ReVirt [8] is an
intrusion detection and analysis system that logs every
instruction executed in the virtual machine, allowing for
later replaying of the virtual machine execution at the
instruction-by-instruction level. It is capable of recreat-
ing events even when they may have been affected by
non determinism. Although ReVirt provides a complete
record of the system execution, replaying the virtual ma-

chine does not add any analysis for the reconstruction
of the sequences of events that led to a system compro-
mise. The logging and replaying mechanism is intended
to provide a recreation of the potential attack leaving the
analysis to the forensic investigator skills.

Although conceived as an IDS, Livewire [11] provides
real-time event logging capabilities for forensic analysis.
Implemented in a VMM, it monitors specific events and
objects in the guest operating system.

A more recent work presented in [25] improves Back-
tracker adding fine granularity to events where file ob-
jects participate.Readandwrite operations in the file
system are also monitored at the system call level, with
the addition of offset parameters to determine whether
a process reads the portion of a file that was previously
modified by another process. The result is a reduction in
search space, search time, and false dependencies. How-
ever, similarly to Backtracker, it does not monitor oper-
ations in memory-mapped files.

6 Future Work

We will improve our technique to avoid unnecessary
page faults such as when a processP1 continues to ac-
cess the same page in a different CPU time slice and no
other process accessed that page betweenP1’s CPU al-
locations.

We continue to study hardware support to monitor mem-
ory access at a unit smaller than a page, such as a mini-
page. A monitor at this level will include a mechanism
for temporary replacement of instructions after a page
fault. The idea is to exploit the hardware support present
in the x86 for debugging using breakpoints through the
int3 instruction, and generate a trap after areador write
memory operation is executed. The trap will allow to
protect the previously used page again, restore the orig-
inal instruction back to its position, and decrement the
program counter (PC) of the process by one. Figure 3
shows a feasible implementation using this technique.

A similar approach for memory access monitoring was
presented in the Fault Interpretation (FI) library [9],
which can monitor individual read and write accesses to
memory through a combination of instruction replace-
ment and page protection. The basic idea inFI is to
keep a page protected all the time, and unprotect it only
for one single access. When an access causes a fault,
the page is unprotected and the subsequent instruction
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Figure 3: Instruction Replacement for Minipage-
Level Monitoring. (a) Process attempts to execute
a memory read or write operation and a page fault
is generated because the page is protected. (b) The
page fault handler saves the subsequent instruction
(instructionn+1), replaces the location with anint3 in-
struction, and removes the protection bits so the pro-
cess can continue execution. (c) Process continues
execution atinstruction n (the previously faulting in-
struction), but will generate a trap ininstructionn+1

with the int3 instruction. (d) The trap handler restores
instructionn+1, decreases the program counter to point
to instructionn+1, and protects the page to produce a
page fault on the next memory access to the page. (e)
Process continues normal execution atinstructionn+1.

is replaced so that, after the access instruction executes,
control can return to the library’s reprotect block. This
way the page is protected again, and the subsequent in-
struction previously replaced is restored for normal exe-
cution. The nextreador write operation will go through
the same process and so on. However,FI can not guar-
antee the exact time in which the memory access is ac-
tually executed after the page is unprotected because we
do not know when the CPU will be allocated to the pro-
cess to resume its execution in a multitasking operating
system.

In addition to file memory-mapping, we are currently
working on monitoring memory accesses for other uses
of shared memory such as interprocess communication
(IPC) through shared memory buffers and threads in a
single process.

7 Conclusions

We have presented our work to monitorread andwrite
operations to memory-mapped files. Our approach pro-
vides granularity to gather potential evidence at runtime.
It adds accuracy to previous systems that reconstruct se-
quences of events by reducing the number of false de-
pendencies that can originate when no further monitor-
ing exist for memory-mapped objects. We presented
four different levels of granularity to monitor these ob-
jects and our runtime monitor prototype demonstrates a
page-level monitor for shared memory mapped files pro-
vides more detailed information regarding operations in
memory. Although monitoring at a smaller unit than that
of a page involves losing paging hardware support, in-
struction replacement was outlined in this paper as our
current research path to monitor memory access even at
the byte level. When integrated with reconstruction sys-
tems, such as Backtracker and Forensix, our monitor-
ing techniques will provide reduction of search space,
search time, and false dependencies.
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